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Stakeholder Update
Louisville, KY │ Destination Strategic Plan 

Dear Tourism and Hospitality Industry Stakeholders,

This is the fourth monthly update and first of the 2020 new year for the Louisville Destination Strategic Plan (DSP). If

you are new to these updates, welcome! The prior email updates are linked here on the DSP dedicated website. As

you are now aware, Louisville Tourism is working through the development of a Destination Strategic Plan to guide

future tourism industry growth and development in Louisville. As the official Destination Marketing Organization for

Louisville Metro, we are taking on this task to plan for the future of Louisville as a destination. To facilitate this

process, Louisville Tourism has engaged JLL’s Global Tourism and Destinations practice to lead the planning

process. The DSP planning process is expected to last approximately 10-12 months and will include several

opportunities for stakeholder input to further inform and guide the outcomes. 

Stakeholder Engagement Continues
As we have mentioned in prior updates, JLL has been reaching out into the Louisville tourism market to connect with

stakeholders across the industry. In the first phase of the project in 2019, JLL completed 25 focus groups and

another 25 individual meetings and phone calls, reaching over 300 individuals. Additionally, a stakeholder survey was

completed and received over 600 survey responses. For those of you who participated in a focus group or meeting,

we sincerely thank you for your time and feedback. JLL is continuing to solicit input through additional meetings and

phone calls. We will be back in town to continue meeting with stakeholders across Louisville January 21-23. If you

haven't participated in a focus group or meeting and would like to meet with JLL, please click here. 

Attractions & Site Visits
In parallel with the stakeholder engagement process, JLL has also been conducting site visits and touring key

attractions around Louisville. We've seen and explored some of the notable museums and attractions including

KMAC, the Louisville Slugger Museum and Bat Factory, the Muhammad Ali Center and Churchill Downs. We've also

gotten a chance to have an Urban Bourbon experience at Old Forester and Evan Williams as well as the alternative
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to bourbon options like Copper and Kings. Additionally we have experienced the fabric of the different Louisville

neighborhoods and have been to NuLu, Germantown, Paristown Point, Old Louisville and the Highlands. We have

also had the chance to experience the culinary scene across Louisville and the diversity and quality in the food and

beverage the community offers. JLL will continue to engage with the Louisville Tourism industry asset and attractions

on this upcoming visit.

Next Steps
Additionally, JLL is conducting a series of research initiatives in the DSP process concurrently. This includes a

benchmarking exercise to compare Louisville with other like destinations. This also includes a utilization and

optimization study on the Kentucky International Convention Center in conjunction with the KY Venues leadership

and staff. There is also a hotel and lodging market analysis underway that includes understanding the demand

generators driving overnight hotel stays by further engaging with the hoteliers, event organizers, higher education

institutions and attractions. Many of these items are nearing their initial completion and will be reviewed with the

Louisville Tourism leadership during the January visit.  

We Want to Hear from You
If you would like to set up a time with JLL to discuss your thoughts in more detail, please complete the form on our

dedicated project website here to let us schedule a time with you.  We look forward to hearing from you.
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